MEN’S GOLF - UAA CHAMPIONSHIP – MATCH PLAY – DAY ONE

Saturday, March 9, 2019 – Conservatory Golf Course, Palm Coast, FL

Emory (#1) vs. Rochester (#4) – Emory Wins 4-1

1. Jack Mulligan (R) defeated Sam Galloway (E) 3 & 2
2. Matt Organisak (E) defeated Aleksander Overli 6 & 5
3. Eric Yiu (E) defeated Steven Zeng (R) 5 & 4
4. Logan Ryan (E) defeated Declan Hickton (R) 8 & 6
5. Connor Yakubov (E) defeated Ryan Dougherty (R) 2 UP

Carnegie Mellon (#2) vs, NYU (#3) - Carnegie Wins 4-1

1. Robbie Keyes (N) defeats Joshua Lim (C) 4 & 2
2. Jason Folker (C) defeats Chris Lee (N) 3 & 2
3. William Knauth (C) defeats Joey Burlison (N) 1 UP
4. Jay Milch (C) defeats Moibhi Tyndall (N) 6 & 4
5. Jason Li (C) defeats Matthew Shen (N) 8 & 6

SUNDAY: Emory vs. Carnegie; NYU vs. Rochester

INDIVIDUALS

Anthony Muscato – Emory  72
James Pak – Carnegie Mellon  75
Andrew DiPetrillo – Emory  78
Patrick Tan – Carnegie Mellon  78
Ashin Chadha – Rochester  82
Pratheek Velamuri – NYU 82
Freddy Shi – Rochester 83
Freddie Gluck – Rochester 88